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About Boomer / neXt

Based in New York and Boulder, Boomer / neXt coaches
innovative brands to re-generate in the highly profitable but
under-targeted, over-stereotyped 50+ demographic.
Central to the Boomer / neXt practice is leveraging the hidden
generational imprinting and socio-cultural dynamics that drive
brand destiny in this massive and misunderstood market – the
world’s 3rd largest economy after the U.S. itself and China.
Despite this enormous buying power, most mainstream brands
over-invest in the 18-49 demographic instead. Except for the
financial, health and aging sectors, less than 10% of the advertising spend specifically targets
prospects 50-plus (Nielsen).
Boomer /neXt consultants have interpreted consumer culture, attitudes and behavior for brands
in virtually every corporate sector – Fortune 500 firms to startups.
In addition to custom consulting and syndicated reports, we conduct generational engagement
seminars and workshops to enable brands and advertising agencies to grow market share in the
50+ space.
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Generations in the 50+ Space
The 50+ space is dominated by the Boomer / neXt Generation™
When the Census Bureau decided to track the long term impact of the post
WW2 birth surge on the economy, they looked at children born 1946-1964,
figuring the oldest would be entering the adult life stage after age 18.
Initially a just demographic cohort, marketers quickly grasped the incredible
impact of modern, affluent, globally aware and progressive culture on the
psyche of the new “generation” and, especially, on its buying triggers.
Dubbed Baby Boomers in 1970, they became every brand’s cool new Big Idea.
In the coming years, as competing gurus jostled to identify the pre and post Boomer generations,
fixed age spans were dumped and new names came and went, leaving confusion in their wake.

Finally, in 2015, the Census Bureau allocated Millennials 1982-2000/a leaving 1965-1981 for Gen X.
By convention, pre-Boomer generations are usually named Silent
(1927-1945) and Greatest or G.I. (born 1926/earlier).
In 2019, 119 million consumers populate the 50+ space: 93 million
comprise what we define as the Boomer / neXt Generation, 73
million Baby Boomers and 20 million Gen Xers who grew up
sharing many aspects of their older siblings’ imprinting.
/a Recently, Pew redefined the Millennials as born 1982-1996, reducing their numbers
by around 20 million to accommodate Gen Z; Boomer / neXt observes the Census range
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Generational Catnip and Clickbait
Selling eyeballs and clicks … creating chasms
Even before Baby Boomers were named as such, they made for great Swingin’ Sixties headlines.
Apparently, a Generation Gap separated teenage rebels, hippies and campus radicals from their
parents’ materialistic mores. Actually, as late as Woodstock (1969), two-thirds had yet to
graduate high school and the youngest were in kindergarten but, hey, catnip is catnip.
Hard on the heels of restless youth came muscle cars, disco fever and greedy, Gaia-trashing
yuppie memes. As Y2K loomed, the Boomers’ “selfishness” took hits from their younger Gen X
siblings – you know, Grunge/Latchkey/MTV slackers – and within a decade their own Millennial
Snowflake kids along Madison Avenue and out in Silicon Valley were dissing them as has-beens.
One thing is clear: generational clickbait creates cool copy – but it also creates costly chasms.
The Onion, January 20, 1999
Long-Awaited Baby Boomer Die-Off
To Begin Soon, Experts Say
“ … the curtain will at long last fall
on what is regarded by many as the
most odious generation America has
ever produced …”
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Conventional Chasm Theory
Chasm Theory: the basics
The traditional product/new idea adoption curve (Rogers Everett, 1962) suggests a smooth
transition: Innovators, Early Adopters, Early and Late Majority and, finally, Laggards.
But in 1991, Baby Boomer Geoffrey Moore’s Crossing the Chasm: Marketing and Selling HighTech Products to Mainstream Customers was a disruptive breakthrough. Of course, Kodak’s 1.3
megapixel digital camera was a breakthrough that year too. At $20,000 it was almost a steal.
But Moore’s concept is still relevant: he revealed a break – a chasm – separating Innovators and
Early Adopters from the (cautious) Early Majority who, fearing the concept is not yet proven,
hang back. Without experienced guides, many excellent ideas tumble into the abyss and die.

As it turns out, chasm theory reaches far beyond high tech: fearful marketers hang back too.
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The Mid-century Mad Men Chasm
Mad Men groupthink and the 50+ consumer space
Moore’s concept does not only apply to consumers. Many brands and ad agencies are highly
chasm-averse in terms of engaging the 50-plus space – a huge gulf separates claims to be fiercely
curious, creative and competitive from actual willingness to openly target “old people.”
The 50-plus demographic controls 80% of US household assets, generates 52% of consumer
expenditures and represents the world’s 3rd largest economy after the US itself and China, but
less than 10% of America’s ad spend is directed to them (Nielsen). The excuse? Last century Mad
Men groupthink tags them as stuck in their ways and toxic to brand cachet.
However, Visionaries are starting to rethink the myths and will soon explore the chasm. And,
because successful innovation generates imitation so fast in Adland, when the Early Adopters
wake up, they will be too late – the Laggards will be riding beside them on the bandwagon.
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The Awkward Ageist Chasm
Beyond the mid-century Mad Men Chasm – another challenge
Even Mavericks willing to dump groupthink and contemplate the opportunities in America’s 50+
space face a more formidable barrier: anti-Boomer bias – the Ageist Chasm.
A 2018 poll found half (51%) of Millennials say Boomers made things worse for their generation.
Only 13% said “better.” Just a poll? The rebelliousness of youth? Why does it matter, anyway?
Here’s why.
The average ad agency creative
person is 28; in fact, only 5% of
all agency staffers are over 50
themselves (Brent Bouchez,
MediaPost).

Compounding Ageist Chasm
dynamics, CBS Research found the median age at which Millennials say adulthood starts is 30,
two years older than the typical creative. It’s hard to connect with adults before one joins them.
But don’t blame Adland youth for Boomer stereotypes – they grew up with those old memes of
hippies-turned-yuppies who swiped the good stuff and demand even more in their golden years.
Obviously, before young creatives can get to work on behalf of avant garde brands, some cleareyed revisionism needs to be in place. Stereotype smack-downs. Myth-busting. Straight talk.
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The Silly “Stuck in Their Ways” Stereotype
Consumers in the 50+ consumer space are lifelong adapters – and savvy as a result
As the marketing sweet spot of the ’60s through the ‘00s, Americans over 50 have adapted all
their lives – readily and steadily, reinventing category after category, year after year, autos to
personal technology to travel to media/entertainment to consumer packaged goods.
After decades of embracing incredible change, it is naive to
expect them to stop adapting after turning fifty.

Boomer / neXt research confirms the demo is eager to learn
about new brands and products: in a 2017 survey, 86% of
consumers aged 50-72 told us exactly that.
But, after seeing so much latest and greatest innovation fade
away, they are savvy about when to wait, when to buy in.
Take tech, for example. Having transitioned from vinyl to music cassettes to CDs to MP3 and from
Super 8 to Betamax to VHS to hard drives, heck no, they didn’t jump into smartphones with both
feet. But after all that yuk-yuk silliness about Boomers as techno-slowpokes, by 2018 Pew found
73% of Americans 50-64 owned one. Joke over.
Upshot: consumers 50+ may seem slow to adopt, but they are fast to adapt when it makes sense.
Brands that take the time and make the effort to learn their hidden dynamics will be way ahead
when the herd finally crosses the chasm.
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What the Data Big Dogs Know About the 50+ Consumer
The Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Expenditure Survey
The BLS Consumer Expenditure Survey report documents why
the 50+ space is crucial to brand health in almost every
category: it accounts for 52% of all consumer spending by US
households (2017 data, published 2018).
The 35-49 cohort, currently mostly Gen Xers, accounts for
about one-third (30%) while Millennials aged 18-34 generate
only 18% of total US consumer expenditures.
If AARP doesn’t know the 50+ space, who does?
Consumers aged 50-plus are far from clutching oxygen tanks as they shuffle around God’s waiting
room to the beat of Led Zeppelin on their Sony Walkmans. On the contrary, according to AARP
they are “the lifeblood of the American economy.” The website provides ample proof: they …
✓ Represent over half the dollar volume in the automotive, personal care, services, home
furnishings and entertainment sectors
✓ Are avid online shoppers: making Internet purchases is their #2 online activity behind email
✓ Have 75% more average net worth than people age 18-49 ($304,000 vs, $174,000) and own
60% of all financial investments – i.e, mutual funds, stocks, money market funds and annuities
✓ Will grow by 15+ million in the next 10 years – about triple the rate of the 18-49 population
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Boomers: Drivers of CPG Disruption and Growth
Pushing thousands of new CPG products across the consumer chasm
According to Nielsen, consumers in the 50+ demo account for half of all CPG sales. And they have
been drivers of disruption ever since they entered the market as young adults.
In 1975 the average supermarket stocked 9,000 items; by 2017 the score was 30,000 (Food
Marketing Institute), thanks to Boomers and Gen X for their insatiable demand for both new
products and new versions of existing ones. Crest toothpaste, for example, offers 70 varieties.
As in so many categories, the Boomers played two key roles: first, they pushed new concepts
across the consumer chasm; second, they influenced their Gen X siblings and Millennial children
to further accelerate adoption rates and market growth.
The greatest Boomer CPG disruption was the natural and organic product revolution. Dismissed
by experts as hippie fads – think Boulder’s Celestial Seasonings herbal tea – natural/organic
became food and beverage buzz words that soon spread to personal care and household items.
After the Boomer launch, natural and
organic food sales exploded: $1.9B in
the '70s; $12.1B in 2000 (hi, Gen X);
$61.1B in 2017 (welcome Millennials).
Consumers aged 50+ are far from done
disrupting CPGs – those 15 million new
Gen Xers are just around the corner!
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No Place Like Home
Almost two-thirds of US homeowners are over 50 – a massive economic driver
Consumers 50+ are the engine that drives the $425 billion US market for home improvement,
repairs, remodeling, replacements and equipment from yard care to kitchen appliances.
✓ They own 63% of US homes; those under 35 own 11% (National Multifamily Housing Council)
✓ Their rate of home ownership (77%) is over twice that of those under 35 (35%)
The Joint Center Housing Studies of Harvard University focuses even more tightly on older owners,
tracking those aged 55 and over: it projects they will account for 56% of home improvement
spending in 2025, up from 31% in 2005. In fact, the figure already hit 54% in 2017, fueled by a
surge to 42 million owners aged 55-plus, up from 26 million in 1997.
For sure, players in this arena learned to ignore that “too old to adapt” nonsense. Others can too.
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Life in the Slow Lane: The Invisible Boomer Car Buyer
Americans in the 50+ space buy as many new cars as Germany, the UK and France combined
Quick, think, when was the last time anyone saw a Boomer depicted as a typical prospect in a
new vehicle ad? Rarer than hens’ teeth, right? Well, it’s not because they’re a niche market.
Americans 50+ accounted for 55% of US consumer spending on new vehicle purchases/leased in
2017 (BLS). And in 2018, they bought/leased 7.9 million new vehicles – roughly the same volume
as the top three European markets combined … Germany plus the UK plus France (8 million).
But the Mad Men Chasm still rules. Sure, automakers invite “old people” to product clinics to
weigh their wallets and assess their plump rear ends, failing eyesight and bad knees – but put
them in ads? No way, because they “scare off young prospects” and “hurt brand image.”
Surely a market the size of Germany plus the UK plus France deserves more curiosity than that.
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The $124 Billion Penalty for Dumping 50-Year-Olds
Happy 50th birthday, Gen Xers – you’re outta here

In 2019, mainstream advertiser targeting practices will replace 2.54 million high wage earners age
50 (median $1,006 weekly) with 350,000 low wage earners age 18 (median $472 weekly)./a
It’s an annual ritual – one that few dare question, yet which puts profitability and creativity in a
box. The result is that $124 billion in net annual spending power is now up for grabs as brands
switch their focus from outgoing 50-year-olds to incoming 18-year-olds.
In theory, the oldsters are captive customers for life and the youngsters the future of the brand.
Despite those daunting Mid-century Mad Men and Ageist chasms, there are $124 billion reasons
to step out of the box. At least for brands with curiosity and courage.

/a Bureau of Labor Statistics Q4, 2018 data
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